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Editorial
Corridors and Towers
When C P Snow wrote "The Corridors of Power" he sought to demonstrate the inner
workings of the political process in Whitehall. Now that we are coming towards the
end ofthe useful life ofthe building known as the "RVH corridor" it is time to consider
some ofthe inner workings of our own profession. Wards 1-20 in the Royal Victoria
Hospital represent only a small part of that institution and there are other corridors
connecting different parts of the building which we would do well to try and forget.
But the main corridor achieved a special significance for students, doctors, nurses
and, in earlier days when it represented the state ofthe art, for our patients. Now we
have the BCH Tower which might be considered as a series ofsuperimposed islands
with little communication between them, except for the occasional meeting in the
constrained environment of a lift shaft. But there is no doubt that our patients
appreciate the facilities oftoilets and showers and bathrooms and privacy when they
are ill.
Those who are planning new buildings must always remember that medicine in the
future will bedifferentfromthe present. Theoldpoor,law terminologyofinpatientand
outpatient is becoming irrelevant as people move rapidly from one phase to the
other. The concept of consultations or even of operations will become blurred.
Specialists will become increasingly specialised leaving an important space for the
generalist, whether he or she be called physician or practitioner. The architect must
remember that although day patients have no visitors they do each have a car and
a driver and they will need just as much toilet and washing space. The concept of
disease orientated medicine will demand a more integrated care for the patient in
outpatient, daypatient and inpatient facilities by the same professional staff. This
disease orientated concept requires a structure which has existed in some buildings
but not in others where inpatient and outpatient facilities have been totally separate.
Buildings to some extent set the pattern of practice and they offer an opportunity for
flexibility in the future.
In this issue, Professor Reilly in his presidential address confronts the interface
between general practice and hospital-pFactice. A quick glance at the Osler or
hospital paradigm, and the Reilly or general practice viewpoint, would suggest that
they differ only in the addition of a fourth angle to the figure, called "health'. Sir
William Osler in the old days would have recognised thatword butwould have called
itsanitary science, hygieneorpreventive medicine. DrRea, inhispersonal experience
ofthe problems ofinnercity practice, relatestheseclearlyto poverty anddeprivation.
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The poor and the deprived were well looked after in Victorian hospitals if they were
admitted, but the cost to the National Health Service gradually became too much.
Modern health centres are becoming as large as small hospitals. They too must
contain their costs. Whatever Osler would have called the concept of health he
certainly recognised the need for harmony between the different branches of the
profession and the dangers of chauvinism in medicine.
When the Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore, USA, was being built as a model of
its kind, Dr John Shaw Billings travelled around Europe for a number of years
identifying the best possible practices and buildings. When it opened in 1889 it
represented the pavilion system, but each pavilion was linked by a corridor. Most
hospitals have grown in an irregular and unplanned way, even by conversion of
buildings designed forsomething else. Theoldblackstone building, now demolished,
which we remember as the core of the Belfast City Hospital was converted in 1869
from a school for 1300 children, which perhaps explained the inappropriately high
ceilings in the ground floor wards. The new BCH tower block still represents the best
in architectural design, but it was far too long in gestation. When William Henman,
later to be appointed as architect ofthe RVH, wrote in 1896 on the disadvantages of
the pavilion plan, he pointed out that it would be better to spread out facilities on one
storey side by side for the greater comfort of patients, to simplify ventilation by
mechanical means, very considerably to reduce the length of corridors, and to
dispense with the inconvenience of staircases and lifts, thereby facilitating
administration. This concept hewas encouraged to develop into whatwe know asthe
main corridor ofthe RVH. There did not seem to be any consideration of numbers of
patients or even of staff in the architectural design. In 1985 the architects of the
rebuilding ofthe Johns Hopkins Hospital noted "the need to move large numbers of
patients with minimal reliance on elevators made a horizontal orientation much more
practical than the old vertical pavilion system. But John Shaw Billings would have
the last word in recognising that "the most difficult thing is not to plan the buildings,
it is to find the proper and suitable persons to be the sole and emotive power of the
institution".
The RVH main corridor was a very special place, and represented an amalgam of
people in a closely contiguous area. Even if there is still debate as to whether
corridors are better than towers, people are always more important than buildings.
A move to disease orientated practice both in primary care and in specialist facilities
will mean that everyone coming to a hospital whether inpatient, daypatient or
outpatient for a particular condition will need to see the same group of professional
staff in an adjacent and convenient area, not in a series of disconnected procedures
in different places by different people. A move in this direction will certainly facilitate
Osler's dream of professional unity, peace and concord.
D R HADDEN
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